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Vote on Weekly 'Bitch-In' Proposal Today
By BOD STOREY
UNM $t!ldents are asked to
vote in the Union today on a ref~
erendum proposal that would ask
Union officii:lls to hold a weekly
"bitch~in" in the Union Snack
Bar.
The proposal would set up a
gripe session each Monday from ·
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. with microphones :provided for students to
i:lddress people sitting in the
·.Union, Anthony Rey, a UNM stuqent, has proposed the weekly
bitch-ins. He says, "The program
win give students a regt1.lar
.-u~uu.;c·· to express themselves.''
t.

Dean of Students Hat·old Lavender has expressed support of
Rey's plan. 'I think it is an ap1
Pl'Op;l'iate st!udent project and I
suppot:t any thing that give the
.students a chance to air their
pi·oblems," Lavender said. "This
referendum will give the students
a chance to say if they would like
to have such a program.''
Rey's plan would let students
come to the micl:ophones and have
a platform from which to talk to
students on any subject. 'I think
this is something we have needed
for a long time," Rey said.
La vender said he hoped

program would be instituted. Hft
could be a natural step away
from Ol' lead up to the Dean's
forum I proposed at the beginning
of the year," Lavendel' said. 111
:recognize now that what I pro~
posed earliel' this yeal.' was too
early because students had not
had a chance to think about their
problems."
'I think that the University has
needed a free speech carea or a
semi-organized place where stu~
dents can express themselves,,
La vender said, "There should be
some place where students have
such an oppo:t'tunity."

"5 7'8.
tJn'3
v~

"'!'he referendum today will let
students say if they want to be
a captive audience Ol.' not,'' Lavender said. "'!'his is the one thing
I feel should be worked out/' he
added. 111 don't !mow if the coffee
crowd in the morning wants to
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Coupon, 5-cents Will Buy
A: Second Cu-p of Co.ffee
A trial ·plan to give students a
second cup of coffee in the Union
Snack Bat• for 5 cents and a coupon received with the first cup
was approved by the Union
Board last night.
The plan is the answer to stu..
dents' demands that the free refill
policy be reinstated in the Union.
Economic reasons were listed as
the reason why for discontinuing
the .policy. A controversy develop..
ed and ended with Student Senate
sending a resolution to the board
asking that the problem be resolved.
Bierbaum Comments
Union director William Bierbaum said any plan to serve free
coffee was not feasible economically. A plan to increase prices in
the Union Deset·t Room, which
serves predorn!..nantly faculty and
city businessrnenr was also dismissed as impractical. Bierbaum said
the Desert Room was losing money and that increases would not
help the problem.
Bierbaum has devised a oplan
that would give students a dated
coupon similar to a bus transfer
ticket when they buy a cup of
coft'ce. The coupon would entitle
them to a second cup of coffee for
5 cents. He said the program
v.could be in effect within thl!J'lext
few days.
Plan Called ' 4Fair"
Student Senators present said
they thought the plan was a fair
and l'easonable compromise to student demand and Union economic
pressure. uThe ·lJrogram was the
result of constructive and reasonable action taken by Stmate,'' said
Baker Morrow. "If it doesn't
work at least it is a step in the
right direction."
Senators praised the Union
board for their action in dealing
with the problem and the work in-

Senate

valved with planning such a program.
Dean of Students Harold Lavender asked the Board about the
feasibility of having a weekly

Committee Oks
Teletype Money
Student Senate Finance Committee last night gave a "dopass" recommendation to a resolution that would give $200 toward purchasing a teletype maehine and maps for the proposgd
Campus Alert Center, but gave
no recommendation to a resolution to furnish money for magazines for the center.
The resolutions were part of
Senate Bill-122, which would establish an Alet•t Center in the
Union to give students news and
information on issues and world
affairs. Plans call for the center
to contain a teletype machine and
current magazines and literature.
Finance Committee held up l'ecommendation of the money for
magazines because, it said, there
is duplication in subscriptions between the center and the Union
Program Directorate, which supplies the Union reading room.
Proponents of the bill were instructed to work out some of the
duplication.
Problems conce1·ning the theft
of the magazines provided was
also discussed and center workers promised to supply monitors
to watch for theft of the literature. One senator said the Union
reading room did not have its
magazines because they a1·e stolen
the same day the~ come in.

ubitch~in"

in the Snack Bar and
the Board agreed to investigate
the possibility.
Ga.ttas Asks Study
Activities Supervisor Ken Gattas asked that a definite policy regarding holding dances in the
Union be worked out. Gattas said
there had been incidents where
·people sponsoring dances did not
stay to supervise them and the
Union staff had to assume the
responsibility. 11 In a sense all
we're supposed to do is furnish a
·,
dance hall, not the staff to run
it," Gattas said.
Gattas suggested that any pol.. ·. ·"
icy to be formed state that there
·"'
should be at least 12 people from
the sponsorjng group working on 'i ..
the dance. Gattas said the:re 1should be at least two cashiers,
two stampers, two ID checkers,
two doormen, two people to walk i.: ...... ,...;.. __ ............ .............,... ....... ....
the tloor, a supervisor, and a genMARY SUE GAINES, UNM freshman, stands by her dormitory
eral chairman,
door decorated witlt a mosaic pattern for Christmas.
"
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News Roundup

l-lanoi ·Rail Complex Is Bombed
By United Press International

The U.s. military command in
Saigon reports a major air raid
on a railroad complex near Hanoi.
It was the second time in 10
days U.S. jets have swept over to
attack the rail yard.
The U.S. command says the
American fighter-bombers flew
though heavy groundfire and
dodged MIG interceptors at the
Yen Bien railroad complex six
miles northeast of Hanoi. Initial
reports indicate there were no
clashes with the Soviet-built in-

terceptors.
Navy jets also were active over
the north. Planes from the aircraft carrier Kittyhawk attacked
a truck park :five mles south of
Hanoi. Planes from the Ticonde~
I'Oga hit a bridge 20 miles south·
east of Hanoi.
'l'he U.S. ~ommand has denied
North Vietnamese retJorts that
American planes attacked Hanoi

its~lf.

-o-

Wyoming Coach Gets Raise
LARAMIE, Wyoming-Univer-

Candidates Issue Statements

Anthony Deck
UNM junior Anthony Deck an-nounced his candidacy for Student Senate by saying that he wUl
wot•k for. reinstatement of the
police commission. Deck transf~r
red from Northwestern University last year and has been adive
in dorm affaits both here ,and
thete.
Deck is an active supportei· of
UNM's soccer team and sel'ves as
tteasurer of the Mountaineering
Club. He hopes, if elected, to ap ..
propriate mote money for small
campus clubs and will try to get
a discount for advance ticket sales
for UNM events.
usome of the criticism of Sen~
ate may be :founded/' Deck said_
"but nll such criticism at this
time has done is to foster the
block votirtg of the Greeks. Itis
no good to destt•oy the student's
faith at this time.''

Philip Krehbiel

·Bob McGeorge

Baker Morrow

Philip Krehbiel, a junior and
rnembel' of Phi Delta Theta ft•a·
ternity has announced his candidacy fm.· Student Senate. Kreh..
bicl has been active in Greek pi·o·
gtams and has served as delegate
to the Western Regional Intci•...
:fraternity Cou11cil Conference.
"I think most of the trouble in
Senute has been petty bickering
among some of the Senators," he
said. "I have worked on the Union
Progi'am Directorate and on the
Cultural and Music Committee
and would like to. see imptovements in the enterh\inrnent.''
Krehbiel said he would like to
sec more speakets brought to caml'lUS and a widet• variety of cultural entel'tainmcnt.'' There is a
lot of money for Cultul'al Com~
mittee und Program Directorate
thnt I would like to see used bcttet•," he said.

Bob McGeorge, a senior and
membet• of Phi lJeltn Theta fratemity, is seeking reelection to his
seat in Senate. McGeorge has
worked on the Senate Selective
Service Committee, on the Program Directora~, and has served
as publicity chairman for the Inter~fraternity Council.
·
Me George has supported lU'O·
gtams, such as the recent dt•aft
forum, whi<!h give students a
chance to speak on cunent issues.
"The tecent ct•iticism of Senate
has been partially conect,'' he
said. "We have not reached out•
:full potential, but the executive
brnnch hus not been doing all the
work. I don't agree with Dan
Dtmnison or LOBO editol' Jim
Jnnsson that all out• work has
been little st.uff,'' he said.

Baker Morrow in a campaign
statl'!ment to the LOBO said that
he would wol'k fot· establishment
of a co~op student gat•age that
would offer cheap car t•enair for
UNM students. Mol'l'OWt an incumbent Senator, has worked for
coffee refills irt the Union and fot•
a student book exchange.
Mot•row's progl'arn stresses active progl'ams for students. He
wants more landscaning for the
camnus and more student mailbo:x:ci's.
"Student gc>vcrnment ni::!eds
J>I'ogressivct dedicated action to
establish pt·og1·ams that will directly affect the students, Morrow
said. nr would ask each student
to consider these proposals and
and examine my pust programs,"
he said.
( Contnued on page 3)

sity of Wyoming head football
coach Lloyd Eaton has won a
$1536 per year salary increase on
his new longterm coaching contract.
Yesterday United Press International learned Eaton had accepted a new longtcrm cont~t
to ~emain at Wyoming. through
January 30, 1970, with an automatic renewal on mutual consent
into 1973.
But the University did not disclose his salary.
However, it was learned today
that Eaton's new salary effective
July 1, 1967 will be $16,896.
Before his new contl'aet was approved over the weekend by University trustees, Eaton had been
making $15,360 per year.
The University trustees took
the action as Eaton was preparing
his Cowboys for a December 24.
Date in the Sun Bowl at El Paso,
Texas, with Florida State University.
-aCommunists Say U.S. Planes
Hit Hanoi
• ·d~
The Vietnamese Communists
say l'eside»tal a1·eas of Hanoi
wete hit by the U.S. planes :for
the first time in the war.
There were no exact figures in
the Hnnoi communique - monitored in Tokyo. But it claimed
many civilians were killed or
wounded any many hous~as de..
stroyed. The Communists also
claimed the Ame1·icans attacked
populated areas in the suburbs o:t
the port city of Hapltong.
The communique said four U.S.
planes were shot down over Hanoi
and a ttumber o£ pilots captured.
One plane was reported shot
(Continued on page 6)
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Director Praises
Peace Corpsmen
LOGAN, Dec. 8-Jack Vaughn,
Director of the Peace Corps, said
tonight volunteers are "second to
no other Americans" in the service of their country~including
soldiers in VietNam.
"I am ready to dispute anyone
on that point," he said, "including
four thousand draft boards if it
comes to that."
Speaking at a campus banquet
inaugurating Utah State University's new Center for the Study of
War and Conditions for Peace,
VJll'(lghn said the ·people of every
nation ought to be important to
Americans as the people of South
VietNam.
Volunteers "Show Gpod Will"
"Peace Corps volunteers ought
to be in those nations," he said,
"not as part of anybody's one-two
punch, but as a clear restatement
of the care and good will of every
American-fighting men foremost
among them.''
Vaughn said he believes that if
he could ask combat soldiers in
Viet Nam if it were in their
power to defer for two years a
qualified man whose service else. where might in some very small
way lessen the chances of war
happening again, the answer
would be "yes.''
"The Peace Corps volunteer
rtnders the most important service any American can offer to his
0 wn nation and to his fellow
man," he said.
"Gen Lewis D. Hershey and the
entire National Selective Service
establishment," Vaughn said,
"have shown first-rate consideration for Peace Corps volunteers.
Local draf"t boards throughout the
country have agreed overwhelmingly by classifying Peace Corps
service in the national interest
and deferring Volunteers until
they have completed. overseas
assignments,' he said.
He said there had been some
exceptions, which he termed "disappointing
and
regrettable.
Vaughn was referring to two volunteers recently called home from
~ir overseas assignments and
inducted into the armed service.
"Today one out of every young
men in the armed forces is serving in Viet Nam," he said. And
unless he is in combat, he is only
"stored up energy"-a deterrent
rather than a combatant.
Vaughn said every young man
who is accepted into the Peace
Corps after rigorous training and
selection programs, "is on the job
-an American actively serving
his country-laying it on the line
overseas for two years.''
He noted volunteers are eligible
for the draft when they return
home from their overseas assignments, adding that the Peace
Corps "is no haven for draft
dodgers."
Vaughn reported that the Peace
<Jo:rps' application rate as of last
w~ek was up fully one-third over
the corresponding ;period of 1965,
but the ratio of men and women
was virtually identical with last
year's figure (60 me.n for every
40 women).

'...-.
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Elections Committee Chairman
Patty Holder said last night that
there is still a tremendous need
for poll workers in Fridays election. Students wanting to work
are asked to write down their
telephone number and the hours
they can . work on a piece of
:Paper and put it in the Senate ·
mail box, she said.
Miss Holder also said that can·
didates are also reminded to follow the rules outlined by the Ad·
ministration about putting up
posters.'' There are to be no posters on any painted surface or in
any classrooms," she said. "All
posters are supposed to be on the
bulletin boards in the halls.'
Candidates are also reminded
that any campaign material must
be removed from the camnus by 5
next Tuesday afternoon. "Anyone
not following directions is subject
to fine by the committee/' she
said.
I

.::r

Campaign Rules

Duane s World
1

i~L~

WITH 5ANlA"

•SIT ON ti15 LAP
.•TE.t.C... HIM ~00~
~ro\AS

LlfiT

Candidates in the current
student sepatorial campaign
will be subject to the following
regulations in the women's
residence halls: candidates
may place one large poster in
Hokona Hall. Flyers may be
placed in the living areas only
with the permission of the girls
occupying the area. No posters may be ·placed in Santa.
Clara or Santa Ana. Candidates are also invited to attend a meeting in Hokona hall
Thursday at 8 p.m.

· Publications Jhiatd ;,"
Student Publicatiollr:i:Boata will
meet Thursday, Dec. 15 at 7:30
p.m.. in the Journalism Buil,ding:.
All members are urged • to lattend.
' •
111

_____

.:..,..,.-;,--'!.../.!:~

. , · .•

Listen to KUNM.
WHY IS MR. G'S

DELIVERY
SO FAST?

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828,''
Childrens' Books
Bargains

89 Win rock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

T:Jie::
.
fJM;'iversit~~-.-0 ·0.······5·-~ .
;: .:·.:· .':~. . ,. . . . .. :.. .: .. :·.~::.,~:..;.~... : ;e
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1 election in Fridays election. Thor-.
1
~•·•"''B ll0•ANN B•ILEY
:
W
'
.. '
. ' •
'1· · 1 · · · · ' • :'\ son is a member of Chakaa and
•"':1' ;.,,: ;· • ';,' ·• . ~:.; ,, :·: ~. :
. oodho.use no~· only recogrii~!l fif we don't do it; nobody wm.•• has se1·ved in the old Senate and
~lM1tor s. nofe: 'Th1s 1s the fourth
the S?mal pres~u~es, but sees .!If l Most of thdpl( ,\ whp,. a,qdresse.d,. as campus coordiantor for the
m ..a seJ.'Ies ol.' articles by Miss need ~or defimng the student's: ~hemse!ves to ther ctiopotit prob- Albuquerque Tutoring Council.
Bailey ol'l'' attrition problems· at role m the University moret \em indicated~ !that S!t\idi:mts , to'0;.
Thorson said he is working for
YN~. att;t~i~,\~rticle, :UJ,liVersity clearly.
.
f. Qften fail to avail· tqems~ly~s •of
a better cultural program, more
!»ffiCJ~Is ~xl!.!:e~s.. their ?Pinions reFaced with seemingly limitless the help that is avai!aO!e on cam- student involvement in campus.
gardmg the .. drop-out-.rate.
;freedom, as for inl!tance, to atend pus. Both Dean of M(ln Howard and community issues, and for
',;; If someone· were fo write "The classes or not, or to study or not. Mathany ·and . Dean of Women academic reform such as course
~ropout's J;,l).1De1Jt.'' jt would un- he believes that students ofte~ Helen Whiteside feel ,that many, evaluation and student partici-pa!foubtedly develop about a theme maneuver in a state of confusion: students are afraid to. approach tion in curriculum determination.
of!Jhow "nobody cares.''
Woodhouse also sees a tendency them,
.
He feels that the Studr.nt Sen-'
Many students dropping out of among students to view the facDean Lavender urges students ate has not yet reached its full
'tJNM today are convinced that the ulty as a barrier, Given this at- not to "internalize the problem. potential and that much of the
~acuity a1fq ·administration are; · titude, he ·feels faculty' must take
"Don't think :it's silly to ask ques- work done this semester has been
oblivious to barriers facing them. the initiative in the matter. He tions."
small but necessary work. He says
And ·since "nobody is aware," then strongly advises that professors·
Perhaps, if students will make he hopes that next semester the
obviously "nobody cares.''
take advantag(l of the classroom use of the available help, if so- Senate can "settle down and get
: Yet, contrary to this premise, by making it more of a two-way ciety will remove the status on with' the work it must do.''
~here are members of the Unicommunication experience - re- stigma from around education's
versity community who do recog- gardless of the size of the class. neck, if faculty and administra"Since students view faculty as tion will be more explicit in what
nize that all is not well in paradise: ,
the source of power (and as such, they expect from students, then
:.
Social Pressure Issue
a barrier), changes must come maybe drop slips won't be such
' A major issue raised by Uni- from above;" Woodhouse says. enticing escape routes.
~ersity officialdom regarding attrition is the idea that there is
too :inuch social pressure to go to
college. The philosophy behind
this pressure is viewed by many
as being one of education for the
sake of education, as opposed to
education for the sake of learning.·
On~ of the problems with such
a philosophy, as Director of University College William Huber
sees it, is that not everyone is 1)
motivated and 2) scholastically
suited for college.
"If we really wish to get at
this thing (attrition), we must
s.tart in junior high school," he
says. "We must try to get the
student to understand himselfwhat his abilities are.''
Many Routes
He is adamant in his belief that
society must make students realize that there are many routes,
outside, as well· as inside, the
University.
Equally attuned to the idea of
excessive social pressure is Dean
of Students Harold Lavender.
Feeling tha(~tudents often attend ·
college because it expected; lie
advises that, "it's not unthinkable
that we ought to counsel some not
to go to college.''
Lavender attributes much dropping out to disillusionment with
the University. This can come, he
says, when a student is not flexible enough to handle himself in a
new situation-one that may be
totally different from what he expected.
Parental Feelings IIit
What the student expects is
often colored by a parental feeling
that college is a "moratorium or
postponement from growing up,"
Lavender says. If a student comes
to school expecting same, and
then finds that he is, after all,
respcmsible, the result may be a
failure to respond positively to the
new situation.
This is in line with what UNM
psychiatrist Dl'. Henry Blake advi.§es. Blake suggests that collegebqunjl high school graduates
should spend the summer prior to
entering college away from home,
working. This, he feels, would
give them a' ch~tnce to see how
self-reliant
and adaptable they
'
.
are ...
.And . it. is possible. that,. while .
on their own, students may :.;e- ·
defln~' thl!ir gbals, or at least '
b9tter•· 'Understand them, Blake·•
thinks:·
· ··
' ·
--. · ·
Professor o! Sociology 'Charles·
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GALLES-GROESBEECK
A HUSBAND-WIFE TEAM at UNM has been selectee by Las
Campanas, honorary for junior women, as professors of the
month for December. They are Rpbert Holzapfel, a German
teacher, and his wife, Tamara, a specialist in medieval Spanish
and Russian.

TONIGHT
THUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE
Presents

EXPERIMENTAL FILMS

On Friday

Workers Needed
For Poll Places

Wednesday, Deeember 1~, 1966

Wednesday, December 14, 1966
"'"'. . .. . •
.

NIGHT and FOG by Alain Resnais
The Subjects-Concentration Camps
THE RAGMAN by- Larry Salzmann
Premier Showing-by a UNM Peace Corps trainee

PLUS
"Reflections On Black"- Stan Brakhage

CHEVROLET'S TRAVELING TRUCK EXHIBIT-a
rolling showcase of ·cutaway working truck
components, painted, plated and polished to
jewel-like perfection-a display that's wowed
crowds two years runnina at the New York
World's Fair, is at Galles•Gro.esbeeck, through

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15.
It's a fascinating and educational exhibit of truck hardware In action,"
one your entire family will enjoy seeJng,·Nine engines are featured,
Including. Chevrolet's newest heavy-duty power plants; and seven are
shown w1th working cutaway transmissions, four complete with reAr
axles ranging from light.. to extra·heavy-duty.
Time is limited, as the exhibit roUs year-round on a crowded
itinerary spanning the length and breadth of the continental
United States. So dori't miss it.
It is here through THURSDAY, DEC. 15.

IT'S FREEt

11

11

The Mechanics of love"-Willard Moos and Ben Moore

Wisp"-Max Katz

Everyman, News No.3 Mr. Hayashi-Bruce Braille

Our Truck Headquarters is at the west end of the Dealership.

GALLES-GROESBEEC'K
Lomas N.E.

p

Tn~~~t~~~~ .~;.~ ·~=

candidacy for Student Senate. In
a statement to the LOBO Miss
Nunn said, "I am confident I can
make a positive contribution to
our government.''
"Student government should become more involved in the academi ~ realm of the Unive1·sity,"
Miss Nunn said. "I promise to
worl;; for a strong pre-registration
program and to help assure each
student that he will be able to get
into the class that he needs," she
said.
"The next session of Senate is
going to determine the i'r:!W
budget and I stronv]u support a
larger allocation for expanded
speaker and cultural programs to
bring nationally prominent people
to campus," Miss Nunn concluded.

Listen to KUNM

•

•
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U.. Ba1timore
·.Natives.
.....
..
Afforded Interviews· ·
...... ,,

·b

.,~

~···

"~,

'

:.~Ail: hativ~~ ·of Baltimore, ~d.,
at UNM are t'eminded of the second .. ·annual· "Operation Naj;ive ·
Sons!! .. tQ.. be· held in Baltimore
during :Oecember.
The program affords all 1Jl67
graduates, including masters· and
doctoral candidates, :from the
Baltimore area the opportunity
to talk with representative~ from
over 100 local cotrtpanie$ , about
possible ~ctltcet·s ln Baltimp,re.

to KU~M
..listen
.
"
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Graduates Plan
Co. op Bookstore

From the Left
Publi~hed Mo!1dnr. \Vr.dn~day, Thur~day _and Friday or
~tudent P·ubhcntwns Ho_:\rd of th(> A};SQCHJ.tt't1 Stud{'nt~

the r~c-ulal' Univ<'rsity Y<'ar hy thl'
the Univer!iity of New Mexiro
~cC'o~d clu.s~ JlORt~ge. p:ud at Alb~cruer(JUE-, New Mexh-o. Printed hy the Univcr'lity Print~
mg I !ant. HuhsrrJPtion rnh~: $.f ••J.0 for the :-;C"hool ycnr. payable in atlvanl.'c. All t•cHlorinls
and ~u;ne? c~Jumn~ ~x:prt.'SS the v1ews of the writer ~nd not nccessnl'ilY tho~c of the Stu ..
dent .{lubht.'ntmn~ Board or of the University.

or

Ed~
' Ch'1e f ----------------------------------··
• 1 or-m-

James Jnnsson
:\fanaging Editor --- ----------------------..-------·- Lynne Frindell
Business Supervisor ----------------------· ___ Richard P. French
Advertising ::\Ianager ------------------------------. Hie hard Pfaff
Sports Editor .............. _---------------------------- ___ J 0ff Dennard
j!orning Editor ----··-----------.. -------------··--.. -- .. --.. Yola Gradi
. ~RS<H:iate Editors ---------------------- Bob Storey, Chuck Noland
Btatf ----------------Kay Ambabl), JoAnn Bailey, Melissa Howard,
Tom Garcia
St-Iff Cartool'i~ts --------------------- Duane Ulrich, Frank Jacome
Staff Photographer --------------------------------- Bob Pawley
Scat!' Wriwrs -------------------------------- Brian Leo, Bill Humc:
Chuck Heynolds
~NEW

---------ARENA, SAME SPORTSMANSHIP

THE RECENT DISPLAY of poor sportsmanship at the
UNM basketball arena during the game with Texas Tech was
not only in poor taste, it was also in direct conflict with the
basketball spectator code set up by the Collegiate Commissioners Association.
The code, which was drawn up by the eleven major college athletic conferences, states that "Unsportsmanlike behavior, such as booing, should be discouraged." This doesn't
even mention the throwing of articles onto the court. In the
game against Texas Tech the crowd threw anything they
could get their hands on at the officials. Granted the offenders were in the vast minority, but until all such action
has stopped the UNM crowds will get the blame.
THE PEOPLE who make such childish displays of anger
should consider the possible consequences before they throw.
The rules of the game state that the home team can be
charged with a technical foul or, if the officials deem it necessary, the game can be stopped and forfeited if the fans
throw articles at the players or referees.
The quick-tempered hurler never thinks that instead of
hitting whomever his missile was aimed at he might hit one
of his own team's players and seriously injure him. So in
both ways the immature action of throwing things onto the
court can have only one effect: to hurt the home team.
THE MAIN REASON for the need to call a halt to such
actions as throwing things at the officials is that it is the
poorest form of sportsmanship. We feel that because the
Lobos are one of the top teams in the nation we have all the
more reason to display good sportsmanship. The University
can only suffer from the actions of the few who caused the
trouble at the last game. If such actions continue, the Uni~ersity Arena will become known as a "snake pit" instead of
the home of the Lobos.
-Jeff Dennard
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Supreme Court Not Aiding
C·ommunists, Says Mayer
By JOH~ :vi.\ YEH
Many of the things we've lw~n
hearing from the "From tht!
Hight" ('Olumn have not l>een
totally logical, but the eolumn
printed in the Dec. 7 LOBO
really takt>s the cake.
In the column entitled "Supreme Court's Hulings Aid Commies," the author tried h> discredit the Supreme Colll't as
aiding the Communist cause in
three ways: lh•st, he enumerated
~everal decisions which favored
Communists; second, he quoted
parts of a Congressional committee's report published in
1958; and third, he tried to discredit the qualifications of Chief
Justice Earl Warren. Let's examine those arguments and see
if he really proved anything.
Let's first look at those allegedly pro-Communist decisions
of the Supreme Court and see if
the author really proved anything here. He listed two decisions of the Court for some New
York City teachers practicing
"alleged Communist activities,"
and an "identified Communist"
seeking admission to the California bar.
Who says they're Communists?
The author simply said they
were and offered no pt•oof. In
fnct, I suggest that the reason
the Supreme Court decided the
way it did is that there wasn't
sufficient proof to show that the
teachers from New York City or
the prospective lawyer from California were in fact Communists.
No, the author hasn't really
shown any pro-Communist decisions made by the Supreme CoUl't,
The author went to considerable length quoting a report of
the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary released in March,
1958, which severely critici1.ed the
Supreme Court. In the first place,
I don't see why a nine-year-old
report is applicable to the pre-

CANDIDATES are issuing statements, campaign posters
are cropping up all over the campus, but election fever is
not in the air.
The fall elections which will elect 13 people to Student
Senate, the governing body at UNM, and which will let the
University community decide if the constitution should be
changed are this Friday, Dec. 16, but few students know
or even care.
Several candidates are running without sound platforms
if they can be called that, but few of the students car~
enough to see through these shallow programs. They are
blindly following these few campaign promises of several
p,pblicity seekers who have no experience or real interest in
student government.
THERE ARE SEVERAL candidates, though, who are
more than quilified to say the least, and we hope that they
are not lost in the uproar that is raised by a few ambitions
demagogues.
.It still is not to late for you, the UNM student, to have a
little say in who your representatives will be in campus government. Listen to the candidates, weed out the promises
that will remain unfulfilled, consider each candidate's qualifications, and vote for the one you consider the most qualified.
BUT MOST IMPORTANT, take an interest in selecting a
qualified candidate, in voting, and in the election.
·-Lynne Frindell

~·

LETTERS
COt;RT SUPPORTS
Al\lENJ)l\lENT
Dear Sir:
Since the beginning of the present semester, the student judiciary has been functioning under
provisions of the 1!JH5-1966 ASUNl\1 constitution rather than
under provisions of the present
constitution.
Most persons involved in the
judicial process on this campus
but have found this stuation not
only unworkable but completely
intolerable. Innumerable problems have arisen and may continue to arise when one branch
of student government operates
under one document and the other
two branches operate under another, totally different, charter.
Therefore, the Student Court
wishes to go on record at this
time and strongly advocate approval of the new, proposed judi·
cial structure as it is em bodied
in Amendment No. 7-to be voted
on during the Fall General election, December 16, 1966.
We recommend a "yes" vote on
Amendment No. 7.
FOR THE STUDEN'f COURT:
William F. Fox Jr.
Chief Justice
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who was very
position at all, let alone
position of Chief Justice of the·
Supreme Court. Again, he hasn't
p1·ovcd anything.
Not only did the article fail to
prove anything, but I found it
particularly disturbing-disturbing in that the ;lUthor could get
so worked up over two Supreme
Court decisions and a nine-yearold report of a Senate comJllittee as to conclude that the Supreme Court's decisions amounted to "treason's greatest victory."
I'm as much in bvor of thwarting Communist subversion as anybody, but that's the job of the
FBI, and all this hyste1·ia we've
been hearing from the right
amounts to so much witch hunting.
'

tlw author haRn't Jll'OV~cl anything.
The next thing- the author
tried to' •do waR discro.>dit the
qualifications of Chief .Justice
Earl 'Varren. For some rcason1 don't know what-the author
seems to thinlc that being Attorney General and three-time
governor of California is not adequate qualification for a Supreme
Court Justice.
He quoted President Eisenhower calling Justice Warren a
"middle-of-the-roader." From this
he deduced that the reason Warl'en was appointed was his po!iticnl view point.
This is utter nonsense. I'm sure
Mr. Warren was not the only
"middle-of-the-roader" in
the
country at that time. What was
even more nmusing was that the

®lH!l
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By ARTHUR HOPPE
Snn FranC'i$co Chronicle

Johnson City, Texas
They say you can't understand President Johnson without understanding this West Texas hill country he loves so well. I think this is
true.
It is gentle, rolling country, heavily wooded with oak, pecans and
cedar, the grass yellowed now from the long dry spell. It abounds in
game-deer, quail, possum and coon, VirtualJy everyone's a hunter.
The people are country people-independent, proud, warm with
each other, wary of strangers. The land is poor. I,iving has never
been easy.
The President's white clapboard ranch house is surprisingly small
unprepossing. It is decorated in no partit·ular style and the paintl!lgs on the walls run to cowboy scenes, l:mdsrnpes and historiral
hthographs.
Yet !\Ir. !ohnson takes an immense pride in it-the pride of a man
who has bmlt all this from scratch.
He dearly delights in showing visitors around, rl'gnling them with
lo~g. humorous stories about this piece or furnitun• or that piece of
bric-a-brac. And every story is crowded with names and dates the
memorabilia of his past.
·'
His past hl'l'e is all m·ound him. Down the r:m<'h road the winds
along the banks of the Pedernales River is the family graveyard undo.>r
a huge ~ak tree. Here are the headstones of his parents and grandparents m a n;at row, with plots reserved for himself and his wifl!.
Farther on IS "The LBJ Birthplace," a tiny house whit•h he had
rec~nstructcd unci filled with more curios, such as his wife's highchmr and a deeply sentimental account of his birth written by his
~ili~
'
A bulldozer has scraped winding dirt Innes through this park-like
land a.nd he loves, more t~an any other pursuit, to drive slowly about,
watch!ng the d~e~ ~ou'!dmg this way and that, the majcsic stag, the
ba!,Ierma_ doe. 1hls IS h1s golf, his bowling, his bridge.
N ~thmg rela;es a man more," he once told a visitor. "Out here,"
he smd softly, you don't ever think about missiles."
¢

!:1

l;,l

And seein? this country, you begin to understand why he seems so
ml!ch_ more mfo~mal here, so relaxed, so at ease. It is not only that
i~~~ '!;here his roots are-his very deep, strong roots-but also
~ t e das made a success here. He will leave his mark upon this
quw 1an . that guve him birth.
Here, then, he is secure.
ye~ ~e has _also made a success in Washington-in the powercz~er a ed, devwus, egocentric, dog-eat-dog arena of national politics.
th a't , utsoo.a poor boy from West Texas, he is understandably pround of

h

an~t ;:;:l_rmc· otshtJ·sa'Is' exan
thoufgh tbhctre are
ar e ter.

~

s
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UNl.\'1 FHA'fERNITY PJ,EDGES have increased their lead over
the actives and independents in the IFPC Blood Drive. With
some 40 pints of blood donated, the pledges are nearest the goal
of 200 }lints pledged by the Interfraternity Pledge Council. Sale
of the hoped-for 200 pints will earn $1000, enough to buy a new
tiger for the Rio Grande Zoo. The actives and independents are
nearly tied, each having donated close to 20 pints.

(Continued From Page 1)
expressed Britain's readiness to
begn consultations at once to prodown in the Haiphong raid.
The Communists called the al- duce an oil fo1·mula in what he
leged attacks - "an extremely described as "acceptable terms."
serious war escalation move."
It wns made clear that Britain
-odoes not consider the African proJack Huby Dying of Cancer
posal as acceptable.
Cancer may end the long legal .
-ahassle over the fate of Jack Ruby.
U.S. to Put Up Bio-Satellite
America sends its first binDoctors at Parkland Hospital in
Dallas said Ruby's cancer is more satellite into space tomorrow.
widesprend than originally beThe flight of what is termed a
Jieved-so genet·al that no op- modem "Noah's arh" is intended
cration Ol' radiation therapy will to determine how insects, plants
help.
and one-celled animals do in
Dr. Jack Barnett said he will space.
use only drugs to treat the: 55For three days, the specimens
year-old slayer of accused presi- are to orbit earth at a 195-mile
dential assassin Lee Harvey Os- altitude, then return to be rewald.
covered near Hawaii.
Barnett denied that Ruby's case
Cloudy skies and showers are
is hopc!!'SS, but his statement re- expected over Cape Kennedy tovealed that the cancel' has spread morrow. But officials are optimisto Ruby's chest ... and probably tim about chances for beginning
his lungs.
the bio-satellite's flight on srhedRuby, who is awaiting a second ule.
trial for the murdel' or Oswald~
-ois held under maximum security
Matldox mcction Is Probable
Segregationist Lester Maddox
gunt·d. Doctors say he is in no
great pain.
claims he has more than enough
-ovotes lined up in the Georgia
legislature to elect him governor.
Black African Nations Held
Britain
Most Georgia politicians agree
Black African Nations moved with Maddox.
in the UN today to strengthen
He needs 130 votes to win over
Britain's
requested
economic Republican Howard Callaway
sanctions against rebellious Rho- when a joint session of the legis. , lature meets on January 10 to
de~~~Y called for a total oil em- decide the victor. Maddox, a
bargo against the white minorty Democrat, says he has more than
regime and urged UN members 175 lined up.
to help Britain economically if it
Callaway won the November
should l!'et into a trade war with popular election but because
South Mrica.
neither candidate polled n majMinister of State Lord Caradon ority of the ballots the issue was
taken into the federal courts.

. .............. _...
'
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FOREST FIRES HURT
OUR FOREST FRIENDS

Our wildlife hns no defense
against the careless use of fire.
So please follow Smokey's ABC's:
Always hold marches till cold.
Be sure to drown all campfires,
stir the ashes, and drown
them again. Crush all
smokes dead out.

•

•

•

Two UNM pl'ofessors co-authored an article published in the
Community Mental Health J ournal's ~uJmnPr issue.
Dr Charles Griffith professor
. . of Education,
'
in the. College
and
Dr. Lester M. Libo, professor of
psyehiatl·y, wrote an article entitlt•d "Developing Mental Health
P1·ograms in Areas Lacking Professional Facilities: The Community Consultant Approach in New
Mexico."

Dr. Griffith also assisted Evon
Z. Vogt with a chapter entitled

"gl•o!ogy and l~conomy" in a newly published book, "People of
Rimrock; A Study of Values in
F'
C It
"
-~~~'u: :u~t·_s .... _________ .. ___

Problemwith your car?

l.et us help you'Since 1947'

WHY IS MR. G'S

DELIVERY
SO FAST?

LAS LOMAS
SERVICE STATION

-

.

lomas at
Monte Vista NE
255-1851

'TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
I know how busy you are-studying, going to class, helping old grads find their dentures after Homecoming-but,
hark, the Yuletide is almost upon us and it's time we
turned our thoughts to Christmas shopping.
We'll start with the hardest gift problem of all : what to
give the man who has everything. Well sir, here are some
things I'll bet he doesn't have: 1) A dentist's chair. 2) A
Mach number. 3) A street map of Perth, Australia. 4)
Fifty pounds of chicken fat. 5) A pack of Personna Super
Stainless Steel Blades.
"What?" you exclnim, your eyebrows leaping in wild
incredulity. "The man who has everything doesn't have
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades? What arrant nonsense!" you scoff, making a coarse gesture.
But I insist. The man who has everything doesn't have
Personna because everyone in the dorm is always borrowing them. And small wonder! Wouldn't you be there with
an empty razor and a supplicating sidle if you heard somebody had super-blades that were super-sharp and superdurable; that scrape not, neither do they nick; that shave
you easily and breezily, quickly and slickly, scratchlessly
and matchlessly; that come both in Double-Edge style and
Injector style? Of course you would!
So here is our first gift suggestion. If you know a man
who shaves with Personna, give him a safe.
Nextlet us take up the thorny problem of buying gifts
when you have no money. Well sir, there are many wonderful gifts which cost hardly anything. A bottle of good
clear water, for example, is always welcome. A nice smooth
rock makes a charming paperweight. In fact, one Christmas back in my own college days, these nre exactly the
gifts I gave a beauteous coed named Norma Glebe. I took
a rock, a bottle of water, a bit of ribbon, and attached a
card with this tender sentiment:

H et·e' s some water
And here's a l'ock.
I love you, daughter,
Around the clock.

Norma was so moved, she seized the rock, smashed the
bottle, and plunged the jagged edge into my sternum.

prevent forest fires

•

•

•

Consult

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
A first-time award hns been
given Michael Albht, UNM
senior majoring in philosophy,
named outstanding resident
for Dece!llber' by Coronado Hall
for men. lie is vice president of
Residence Jlalls Council and belong ttl Phi Sigma Tau, philosophy honorary •

Article Co-Published By 2U. Professors

Please! Only you can

Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career ...

. And late. this afternoon as I walked along the banks of the Pcdcr·
jt.llbs,t~~shl~~ doves and armadillos, I couldn't help thinking what it
s, 0
or I_m and for_ ..us, th~t he can't gtJVern the nation from here.

By Dan 0' Neill ·

Listen to KUNM

?
'
' ' ''
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If You Have a Problem

? ?

•

..

"The Subspecialties of Internal
Medicine" is the topic of a speech
to be given tonight by Dr. Richard C. Field, M.D., of' Lovelace
Clinic in Albuquerque. Dr. Field
will address members of the Premedical Society at 8 p.m. tonight
in Room 250-C of the Union. All
interested persons are invited to
attend.

Doctors Say Surgery

two Mr. Johnsons. 1, for one, like

Odd
Bodkins

grut!unte-~ponsored

Pre-Med Society

Would Not l-lelp Ruby

The President
And His Roots

~nd

AT LEAST TAKE AN INTEREST

~~

The possibility of establiRhinp;
cooperative
bookstore on the UNM campus is
being inwstigatcd hy a commitW('
of the Gnuluute Student Council,
Allan Netic],, committee nwmber,
announced recently.
N etick, a Jmycholo""" graduate
student, said the primm·y purpose
of the cooperative would be to
permit graduate students and
faculty members to order books
from publishers at discount
prices. By maintaining small inventories, the store could keep
operating expenses at a minimum
and offer large discounts, Nctick
said.
The committee is considering
having all bool~: orders routed
through a graduate representative in participating departments
to a central control ordering agency. Netick said the committee
hopes to report soon to the Graduate Student Council and will try
to have the proposal acted on next
semester.
a
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408 San Mateo NE
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
Margherlta M. Henning, Ph.D.

265-8288

Here now is a lovely gift for an American History major
-a bronze statuette of Millard Fillmore with a clock in
the stomach. (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was the only
American president with n clock in his stomach. James K.
Polk had a stem-winder in his head and William Henry
Harrison chimed the quarter-hour, but only Mr. Fillmore
of all our chief executives had a clock in his stomach.
Franklin Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary
Taylor had 17 jewels and Martin Van Buren ticked but, I
repeat, Mr. Fillmore and Mr. Fillmore alone had a clock
in his stomach. Moreover, Mr. Fillmore was the first president with power steering.· No wonder they called him
"Old Hickory!'')
But I digress. Returning to Christmas gifts, here's one
that's sure to please~a gift certificate from the American
Society of Chiropractors. Accompnnying each certificate
is this fetching little poem:

Merry Christmas, Happy New Year,
Joyous sacro-iliac!
May your spine forever shine,
Blessings on your aching back!
May your lumbar ne'er grow number,
May your backbone ne'er dislodge,
May your cauda~ never dawdle,
Joyeux Noel! Heureux massage!

* * *

@) 19(.6f Max Shulman

And greetings o/ the season /rom the makers oJ
Personna Super SttrinleiJII Steel Blo.des, Double-Etlge or
Injector, and Jrom Personna's partner in shaving lu~·
ur)', Burma-Shave, regrdar or menthol.

1
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Cargo Wants Professionals rtiif~l:State Welfare
' ,;·

Unbeaten Teams
Drop In Ranking

• q,>:>'•, ' .

By MARK ACUFF
liason, appear to have been ac- Lawrence will have a chance to lower·.~an!l"some upper) level em- the department ever attract and
keep highly competent personnel,
Governor-elect David F. Cargo, ceptable to most of the people start out with a clean sl!lte with, , .p)o:ljeefi;o£ the DPW.
despite the long line of job aspir- they will have to work with. The most of the paper and ,penqq.. "iMaidY ;.,DPW employees are if there is not confidence that
ants extending out his office door new governor's recently appointed boys, ~speciall;y on th! ,a.,ll,-ppwer~ · ft~:ri.K tq: 'admit that they voted good work will bring good promo-.
·•· · ·
for Cargo, though most of- them tions?
..
and down the capitol hall, is hav- press secretary; Bob Lawrence, ful w1re $lervwes
ing a hard time filling certain key formerly political editor of. the • . Cat'f:f jqnnolflc~d la~j; 14~~k his are Democrats, on the basis: of
Cargo says that:J1e hopes to restate government posts with good Albuquerque Tribune and UNM J1~e!\tlo/l' t~ appojn~ ~~¥ta F.eo {\t- · his promise to "professionalize" ?rient the DP:W tO:V(.~~rd. jo~ iF~~
men. He has also made some graduate may have rougher sled- ~Ol;'lcEIY. ~~olin Jasp·er· t?i t~l!:e on the department. Most of them took 1ng.· and ge~tmg~:e_~pl~ ?n ,.thJJI~
rather strange appointments, ding.
'j;hr; ;almpJli impossible task Of run- this to mean that Cargo would .;feet .economiCally, ~ut It ls
some of which may get him into
Lawrence was .once relieved nlng the Department of Public app!lint one of the best county ·that most of t\le' p~~.,
trouble as time goes on.
from a similar job by retiring W~lfltre.
·
·
.. · welfare directors to head up the · welfare ro_ll~, 't}.l.e .b)!l'!.~l.!ll""Atlll;:.
Cargo is beginning to run head- Gov. Jack M. Campbell, and does
Jasper has been an attorney. state agency, and that he would .; pled, and the· fatherless,·chil8ren;
on into something he probabl:!f not have the confidence of the for the DPW, and thus is not com. avoid the "sin" of bringing h1 : will remain·on.the ro1IS:.no~ifiatiii
understood would happen: it is capitol press corps--the small pletely new to the department's !l);lother.outsider who knows noth-" what. Contrary :to p(ip41~1[::Q.PW.:
ten times more difficult to admin- group of newsmen who can make myriad problems. He has the ing o~ what the DPW needs, as· ion, there arEi a'lm!il!t:U<f.I!;J:(l~.~lf.d)l;
ister a government than it is to or brake a governor through their -confidence of many DPW ~m· . past govemors have done.
ied men on the roll.sr· .;";-!~~:::;;:::
campaign for the right to do so. treatment of him. However, virtu- ployees, and most of the .rest are · · A large number of DPW workDPW relief checks meanta<geod
Cargo's appointments to his ally the entire press corps in willing to give him a chance. How- ers as'ked Cargo to appoint Wela deal to the economy-of the/sti£6';
personal staff, including adminis·· Santa Fe is new, following whole- ever, Jasper's appoiutmt'lnt is Viusich, the highly regarded he~d especially in depressed',f1'a.reas:
tr_a_t_iv_e_a_s_s_is_ta_n_t_a_n_d_l_eg:...i_s_la_t_iv_e
__s_a_le_re_s.cig:...n_a_t_io_n_s_a_n_d_fi_r_i_n.::g_s._T_h_u_s__c_o_n_s_id_e_r_ed__"~p..:..ol::.it:.:i..:..ca:::l~"~b:.::y_:m=an:::::.y of the DPW's Santa Fe County What will the small b~sii;\eSI!tUl\'Jt
office. She was very nearly ap-· say if several million doJla~· !!!
pointed by Campbell, who inex- earning power disappears from>
plicably gave ,the post to former their towns. •
.
·~
Santa Fe Mayor Leo Murphy at
·· '
··
the last minute.
,· : ,_ :;: =
It would seem to us as well that
SIMON'S TEXACO SERVIGE
Professor Fred Hemke, North- ist with the Seoul, Korea, Arch- the 70-member ensemble comthe
long-range "professionaliza1100 Central E., Albuquerque, Now t.laxieo
western U. will perform Robert estra and with the New Zealand posed of top music students at
tion" of the DPW eventually rePhone 242·0096
~
..
Jager's newly published "Con- Broadcasting Corporation Sym- UNM.
quires
that the state director be
Your Te~aco Star Dealer
certo for Alto Saxophone" at the phony.
There is no charge and the pub- picked from the ranks of the
8:15 p.m. concert scheduled for
William E. Rhoads will conduct lis is invited~
county directors. How else can
the UNM Concert Band tonight.
Written especially for Hemke
by Jager, the concerto was completed in July iof this year. Its
performance here will mark its
Southwestern premiere.
Teaches at Northwestern
Hemke, chairman of the collegiate and preparatory departments of wind and percussion instruments at Northwestern University, is saxophonist with the
The conquest of birth de·
Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
fects-the nation's second
A graduate of the University
of Wisconsin and the Eastman
greatest destroyer of life
School of Music, he also studied
-will come through the
with Marcel Mule at the National
Conservatory in Paris. There he
support of science by
was the first American ever to
win a first prize in saxophone.
citizens from all walks of
Popular Clinician
life. Progress in that fight
Hemke has appeared as soloist
with many college, university,
is outlined in this series
professional, and high sehool
of dramatic reports from
bands and !lrchestras. Known
throughout the country as a saxofive leaders speaking from
phone lecturer and recitalist, he
the viewpoint of the scientist
conducted a clinic several years
ago at UNM.
and the layman f!ssociated
The New York Herald Tribune
with The National Founda·
reviewed Hemke's New York City
Town Hall appearance. Comments
tion-March of Dimes.
included: "Display was certainly
the watchword of last night's
concert, with rapid passages and
sweeping melodies, in pieces by
Claude Pascal, Bernard Heiden,
DR. DANIEL BERGSMA, director
DR. WILLIAM D. SHERMAN, staff
of the Medical Department of
and Eugene Bozza, all of which
psychiatrist of the March of Dimes
The National Foundation-March of
Mr. Hemke brought off with dash
Birth Defects Center at the Uni·
Dimes, says computers will enable
and style, fully catching the
versity of Washington School of
medicine to make great strides
flirting innuendos and warm sadMedicine, Seattle, says birth de·
toward
solution of birth defects
fects
often cause family catasness so typical of works for his
problems.
·
trophe.
instrument."
Appears In Far East
Hemke has just returned from
State Department tour to the Far
East where he appeared as solo-

The UNM soccer league had
four games last weekend and the
results knocked two previously unbeaten teams from their lofty
positions.
In group B action Africa beat
the Southwest Soccer Club 5-1
on Saturday while Albuquerque
Academy defeated the Spa,:tans
5·2 in the first game that day.
In group A action on Sunday
North America beat Monroe Jr.
High 5-l and Latin America
knocked the Physical Education
Majors from the unbeaten ranks
The weekend results left Latin
America in the top spot in the
group A standings with North
America and the PE majors tied
for second. In the g1·oup B standings Africa and Europe are tied
for the lead with 1-0 record!i. The
Academy and the SW soccer club
are in the runner-up spot.

Listen to KUNM

@

Patio Candle Shop
DR. PAUL H,.LA MARCHE, diiec·
tor March of Dimes Birth Defects
Cenfer, Rhode Island Hospital,
Providence, .~a}'l!i the. average
American's ·attitude toward birth ·
.defects has changed for Hie better .
in recent years.'.
·
.
..
·- ,._.

(light of the night)

This attractive line of candles
makes on· ideal gift from New
Mexico. It is mode here in the
state, cast from a solid mold,
nothing to chip or fall off. The
mold is hand carved from authentic Spanish designs.

e
e

e
e
e

Cross of Seville
Crusaders Shield
Spanish Key
French lyre
Fleur·de lis

$3.95

"

•
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VIRGINIA GRAHAM, star of the
"Girl Talk" television program
and a March of DitDes V!llunteer,
says Americans are d1sgracing
their nation by virtually ignoring
the birth defects problem.

'

'

INSERT . .·.·. · ·~ . JA.
.
... , " . , .. ' ·. :' '·'. CKIE COOPER, TV and movie
STARTING o··ATE
. . star.
serving as California State
·· .
-~
Cha1rman of the March of Dimes
FOJl

·

SERI~S

. feel,s that persons from all walk~
of life should lend their talents to
· ·the war on birth defects through · "
·
volunteer effort.

-'.~·ttl

"
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PubliC Relations .Department

The National Foundatiotl~Mareh of Dimes
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Stars Are Allies of Physicians
In Battle Against Birth Defe.cts

I'

Cather MacCallum's prizewinning play, "The Rococo Confessional," is a feature of the
first 1966-67 copy of THUNDERBIRD, UNM literary magazine.
Edited this year by Luis Calvillo-Capri and limited to 1000
copies, the T-hird disappeared
from the campus within two
hours after publication.

4-1.
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Saxophonist to Perform

i'

Prize-Winning Play
Published in T·Bird

,,

------·

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond

Free! Come in for your "1967" Desk Calendar.Christmas Jewelry-Lighters-Pen Sets.
Popular Lines of Mens and Ladies Toiletries.
Free Delivery

(UNM Student Credit Cards)

255-5581

JUDGE HOWARD BRATTON, member of the UNl\1 Regents, drives from the first tee as he helped
to inaugurate the new University golf course. The new course was opened for play on Dec. 8. The
golfers have already attacked the course and the first hole-in-one was scored 1\londay.

BYU, Utah Place Four Each
On WAC Academic Team
Brigham Young University and
the University of Utah dominate
the 1966 Western Athletic Conference Academic Football Team,
which was announced last week
by Commissioner Paul W. Brechler.
The Cougars and Redskins each
placed four players on the first
eleven while Arizona State, Ari·
zona, and Wyoming landed one
each.
Three of the players were honored for the third consecutive
year. They are John Stipech,
Utah defensive tackle; Ed Froeh. lich, Wyoming defensive . back;
, and Virgil Carter, Brigham

distinguish themselves bGth in
the classroom and on the field of
play. To be eligible for the academic football team, a candidate
must be a playing member of
the varsity squad and have a 3.0
(B) average for his entire college career or for the preceding
year.
Many Majors
Among the major courses of
study being pursued by members

of the 1966 conference academic
team are medicine, law, engineering, zoology, statisti~s, psychology, and manufacturmg technology.
"The 1966 Western Athletic
Conference Academic Football
Team truly emphasizes the point
that our universities are stressing scholat·ship and that many
outstanding athletes are good
scholars," Brechler stated.
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Bicycle Specialists
<Accessories
Available

For real Christmas
Bargains check
Our Prices

Model
-Join the Cycling Road Runners

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTEL

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?

1D66 WAC Academic Football Tcnm
Plauor, School
Pas.
GPA
Fritz Greenlee, Arizona-J<~nd
3.0
..Jolm Stip..,h, Utnh-Tnekle
3.36
Paul Ehrmann, BYU-Guard
3.37
G. Hummer, Arizona St.-Center 3.01
•Tom Hnwkcs, Utnh-Gunrd
3.70
Richard Banky, BYU-Tacklc
3.11
Torr Bnkcr, Utnh-End
3,10
••virgil, Carter, BYU-Bnck
3.36
••Ed Prochllc11, Woming-Back
3,17
Jerry Pullman, Utah-Back
3,02
Casey Boyett, BYU-Back
3.59
*Denotes previous yeats on the nlJ•
conference ncademie football team.
Ends: Doug Schow, Brigham Young,
3:23; Mike Mood, Arlzontl, 3.78.
Interior Linemen: Max Newberry,
Brigham Young, .3.27; Mike Gronemnn,
Utah, 8.5 ; Mel Olson, BYU, 3,03: Brent
Olson, BYU, 3.15.
p
Backs: Rick Beitler, NM, 3.2: err
Rodrique, BYU, 3.19: Kent Oborn, BYU,
3.58: Leon Paulos, Utah, 8,6; and Gon•
zelo Cureton, Utah, 3.4 •

Young quarterback. Chosen for
the second time was Totn Hawkes,
utah linebacker.
Qualify Automatically
All eleven members of the conference team autotnatically qualify as candidates for the AllAmerican Acadetnic Football
Team. Last year Bob Dinges,
Wyoming defensive end, was
chosen on the all-American first
tema, and Carter and Stipech
were on the second team.
Purpose of the acadetnic foot·
ball team is to honor players who

t~~~~~~=~~§i3~'[

TRAL SE
Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery

247-8777

Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
It
l
6-paks and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof
up the taste or flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don't have to worry.
A really good beer like Budweiser is
just as good when you chill. it 'twice.
We're mighty glad about that. We'd hate
to think of all our effort going down the
drain just because the temperature has
its ups and downs.
You can understand why when you
consider all the extra trouble and extra
expense that go into brewing Bud®. For
instance, Budweiser is the only beer in
America that's Beechwood Aged.
So ... it's absolutely okay to chill
beer twice. Enough said. (Of course, we
have a lot more to say about Budweiser.
But we'll keep it on ice for now. l

Budweisec
KING OF IIEERS • ANHEUSER· BUSCH, INC, • ST.LOUIS
NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

....................~--~--~~----------------.,·---,------~~
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Meet the Lobos

Grimes Shows Toughness
When Coach Bob King anHe has already seen much acnounced his ~P nine players for tion in the four games the Lobos
the 1()66 bal!klitball season, many have played to date. The 6-5, 200
people were s.urprised to hear the pound forward has work to do in
na~e of Howie Grimes, but after
all aspects of his game, but with
seemg the young man in ~:~ction
the amount of hustle displayed in
· no one could deny him the right ~ his appearance so far he should
. be ~here,
easily become a top ·player in
Grimes i11 an 18-year old sopho- quick time.
more who came to the University · The most impressive part of his
from New Lenox, lllinois to play game so far has been his work on
for the freshman squad l~:~st sea- the boards. Grimes has been going
son. As a member of the W()If- . to the boards with toughness in
pups he ~:~veraged over 12 points
a game and pulled down eight
rebounds in every contest.

much the same way that Ben
Monroe did in his sophomore year.
King has been impressed with
Grimes' aggressiveness since the
first practice of the year. King
said, "he is a real tough kid and
you can l,l'Uess again i£ you think
that anybody is l"oing to push him
around." .This point is clearly seen
in Lobo practice sessions when
YI>U see Grimes iJlaying against
Mel Daniels and giving him a
battle.
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U. Folk Dancing Club
lists Coming Events

.'
I'

The University of New Mexico
Folk Dance Club has announced
its schedule for December. The
club is in its second year and
boasts 25 members.
Sponsored by Share! Anderson,
insquctor iq the dep11rtment of
hea,th, physical educatiotJ and
relir!!ation; ' the club performed
Dec, ~~ :for St. Cb,arles school
PTA, a:nd will p_erfor)n Dec. 10; :
at · Del ~ Norte h1gh , f!choo), Me~
Ki~eY' .J:r. high and S.t. C~rle$ .
school, ; ·
· ·
·
The· program WiU include folk
~ances from Sweden,: Israel, Mex-

·'.,I>
'

r·

~6ti9fma~

PRELUDE

DIAMONDS BY
ORANGE BLOSSOM
EVENINGS
Nationally Advertised in
~ve~teen, ·Ingenue,
BY APPOINTMENT

·· ·

.~II!
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King Is Concerned
About TW Clash

I'
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O~IR UNM MUSIC HAU

A campaign, dubbed "Operation
Upstart," to have the old Kappa
Kappa Gamma house converted
into an International Center for
students has been launched by an
ad hoc committee of interested
UNM students, the LOBO leal'Jied
yesterday.
The house, located on University Blvd. NE, was recently sold
to UNM when the sorority moved
into new quarters on Mesa Vista.
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WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES•
4 Ilne ad., S5~ times, 12.00. lnaertf~na
muat be oubmottod b)' noon on .r.,. before
publleatlon, to Room 159, Student PubUeatlona Bulld•ng. Phone 277<><1002 or 277<><1102.
FOR SALE
24 VOL. set P. F. Collier encyclopedia
and 10 vol. set Junior Clasaies, 1966

edition •. For sale, reasonable. Call 2981337 after 5:30 p.m. 12/14, 11i, 16, Ill.
1965 VOLSKWAGEN bus. New en ·n
.Excellent <;<>nditlon. $1895. 11!63
UMPH SP1t8re, real !tiee, $1250, Call
299·7971, eveniiiii'S. 12/9, 12, 141 16

!Ilu":

..t

SERVICES
LEAVE :vour machine with 118 over the
h!'Uda;vo, Pick it UP after va.:atlon. 20o/t
d18~ount to "9NM studenfll. E &: E Tnl •
rn~~as~"""'"• 2217 ()(Ia} SE,

pru.:;

PERSONALS
LAST CHANCE to ue Old Town Studio'
wa-out Production of OH DAD POOR"
DAD MAMMA'A HUN '
'
CLOSET AND I'M FEiUif.~JNsl:.!
this Friday -.nd Saturd~,. December 16
and 17. Reiervations and information
from 242·4~02 or N. M. Union ticket
\)fflee.:_, Spec!oal Student ratea Dad thl!l
IS & woerdG! 12112-16.
•
'
LOST &: F'OUND
FOUND--half·ll'l'OWII female part Getman
ahepherd dog neat Newman Center and

Peace Corps apartmeniiJ. Cal! 248-7541.

...
.

A lot of people believe that someday • ~omp~ters can't dream up things
computers will do all their thinking
hke P1cturephone service, Telstar®
for them.
satellite, and some of the other
advances in communications we
Well, a funny thing is going to
have made•. Of course, we depend.ed
happen on the· way to the future:
on computers to solve some of the
You're going to have to think
problems connected with their
harder and longer than ever:development. But computers need
absolutely clear and thorough
instructions, Which means a new and
tougher discipline on the
human intelligence.
And it will take more than a computer
to create a pocket phone the size
of a matchbook, let's say .•• or find

a practical way to lock a door or turn
off an oven by remote telephone
control, or to make possible some of
the other things we'll have someday.
It takes. individuals ••• perhaps you
~ould be one ••• launching new
rdeas, proposing innovations
and dreaming dreams.

~nd someday, we're going to have to
fmd a way to dial locations in space.
Makes you think.

A n&Tiii\ Bell System
•
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Group Seeks Old KKG House for Center

"Let's unplug the computer, boys!
St~rt thinking!"

By JEFF DENNARD
Head basketball coach Bob
King expressed concern for not
only the Texas Western game on
Friday, but also the upcoming
contests with New Mexico State
and North Dakota, in his weekly
press conference yesterday.
"No matter what happens in
the Texas Western game we will
have a bit of a. psychological problem in both of our next two
games," King said. "If we win
we'll have a natural letdown after a big game. If we lose it's the
same thing, so either way you
look at it State will be tough."
King said he thought that even
though the Aggies have lost four
games they will be primed to
knock off the Wolfpaek,
Then . the conversation turned
~ the Miners and how a team
that loses two starters, one of
whom was the leading rebounder
ca!l be tougher this year. King
sa1d that because Willie Cager
goes to the basket more than the
man he is replacing he is more
dangerous. Also King feels that
Willie Worsley is a better defensive player than the previous first
stringer.

r

THIS IS THE HOUSE that ''Operation Upstart'' is seeking to secure from the administration. The former Kappa Kappa Gamma House will be ,used to house the proposed
International Center if the campaign is successful.

I .

Baker Morrow, chairman of the
Yi hoc committee, says the cam-

paign will seek to drum up student support for the project and
to secure the building from the
administration.
"The idea of International Center has been kicking around for
a long time," said Morrow. "Those
of us who are interested think
the time is right to get it started,
he said.

Morrow said it was rumot·ed £or foreign students at UNM but
that the administration was con- as a market place for the exsidering the building for addition- change of ideas among the student body.
al faculty offices.
Possibilities Listed
"Frankly, I think we need the
Miller outlined some of the posInternational Center more than
we need mot:e faculty offices," sibilities for the International
Center and stated that he saw no
Morrow said.
Student Senator Charles Mil- limit for its uses.
He said he thought the Center
ler, one of the group's vice-chairmen, said that the proposed Cen- could take some of the pressure
ter would aerve not only as a base off the New Mexico Union by
having a small restaurant that
specialized in :foreign £ood and
beverages. He also said plans
called for the £oreign students
setting up special exhibits on
their respective countries. He said
suggestions about lectures, classes
in foreign langnages, and forums
on foreign affairs were among the
many suggestions offered by the
,
International Center.
John Bakas, the group's other
granted .$1100, those in dorms vice-chairman, said he would ac$1750 and students living in tively seek the support of the
apartments are granted a little foreign students on campus. He
more. Sheehan said all of the said he planned to contact the
student's assets and additional in- various foreign student groups
come are subtracted £rom the on campus and recruit help for
budget amount and the student is distributing the literature and
allowed to earn the amount of petitions the group plans to circulate.
.
this difference.
Becomes Apathetic
The student's contract with StuMany foreign students have
dent Aids terminates at the time
he earns the amount determined grown apathetic about the possibility of an lnternation Center,"
by his budget .allocation.

Job Opportunities Missed,
Say Sheehan and Campbell
By BOB STOREY
UNM students are not aware
and are not taking advantage of
employment and financial opportunities offered them by the
Placement Center and the Student Aids Office, members of the
Senate Labor Committee were
told during a hearing yesterday.
Director of the UNM Placement
Center, H. M. Campbell, and
Charles J. Sheehan, Director of
Student Aids' appeared before the
eommittee with information on
job opportunities and. practices
employed at UNM.
Finds Oft'-Campus Jobs
"We tried. every way imaginable to give students inf'ormation
about jobs/' Campbell said.
"There were articles in newspapers, notices on bulletin
boards, and notes to departments
and dorms. Still the average
liberal arts major will Mrne in
in mid~April and say he wants a
job after· graduation and doesn't
know how we work or what we
have to o:ffer.''
Campbell said the Placement
Center finds part time jobs for
students, and jobs .for graduating
seniors and alumni. Jobs provided
by the Placement Center are for
oft'-canl.pUs labor. Campbell said,
"pay for the jobs we offer tanges
from $1 to $1.50 per hour for Un•
skilled jobs to $2.50 to $3 for
skilled jobs," he said.
Studen~ Must Fit Job
Listings at the Center are obtained from newspapers, University c~>ntacts, and Chamber of
Commerce members, Campbell
told the group. ".The Center does
not screen prospective employers,
be we will warn an employer if
his pay scale is too low and we
warn a student if the employer is
difficult to work for," he said,

"We don't hand out jobs on a
silver platter; the job must be
suitable to the student and the
student suitable for the job."
Campbell said that he will not
place a student going to school in
a full-time job, but he also said,
''a student today can not finance
his way through school by working part time."
Campbell said that some students may lack initiative because
"those who really need a job
come and get one. Federal government jobs through the University are limited because they
offer no part-time jobs," Campbell said.
7-Member Staff
He said that part of the problem of finding jobs was that there
is only a seven-member staff and
a $45,000 budget to handle over
11,000 applications from all three
groups each year. The 600 campus
interviews a year by industry
lighten this load. Campbell said
''UCLA, with an enrollment of
28,000, has over thirty people to
do their job.'1
Sheehan, birector of Student
Aids, told the committee that the
Work Study Program which he
supervises provides about 500
student jobs on campus. These
students work in departments, in
dorms and in the Union.
Meet "Need Clause"
The main problem with his
program, Sheehan said, is that it
must n1eet the "need clause'' of
the Federal act which established
it. Sheehan said that the federal
government provides 90 per eent
of the money and the University
10 pet cent.
Sheehan said the procedure for
establishing the work money is
based on a pre-determined budget.
Students living at home are

said Bakas. "You can't blame
them. They tried unsuccessfully
to get one started £or a long
time."
Bakas emphasized that the International Center would not be
just for foreign students. f!.e said
the Center would be a place for a
-world meeting place y;here JJN:M.
students could exchange thoughts
with the foreign students that ~
attending the school.

U. Organizations
Must Recharter
Forty-nine student organizations have not yet filed petitions
for rechartering under the new
rules set up by the Student Affairs Committee. Ken Gattas, activities advisor of the Union, reminds organizations that the
deadline for turning in rechartering forms is today.
Organizations which do not file
for rechartering by the deadline
will lose their status as official
campus groups, Gattas said.
PriVileges, including the use of
the Union for meeting rooms, will
be revoked, he added.

News Roundup

I

U.S. Ready to Extend
By United Press International
WASHINGTON -· The United
States is rE!Rdy to talk about extending the holiday truces in Viet
Nam if Hanoi is ready, The White
House says channels are available for talks and the U.S. is
ready to consider extending the
Christmas and New Years cease•
fire periods if the communists will
discuss the matter.
U.S. Resumes Hanoi Bombing
SAIGON - American officials
say U.S. jets teturned to the
Hanoi area again and bombed a
railroad complex and a truck
center on the outskirts of the
capital. They say the planes did
not bomb within five miles of the
North Vietnamese capital. They
said one plane was shot down, but
the pilot was rescued.
North VietNam had a. different
version of the bombing. Hanoi
Radio said U.S. planes bombed
residential areas of the city for
the second straight day. The com·

munists said 100 persons were
killed or injured in the two days
of bombings.
U.S. Britain Charged With
Undermining U.N.
UNITED NATIONS -· The
Soviet Union has charged that
the U.S. and Britain ate trying
to undermine U.N. economic sane•
tions to topple the Rhodesian
minority government by not
agreeing to an oil sanction.
Spaniards· OK Constitutional
Revisions
MADRlD -· Spaniards have
voted yes to their proposed constitutional revision by a four-toone matgin. They okayed the appointment of a new premiet and
popular election of part of their
parliament.
Turkish Ships Sail to Halt
Arms Shipments
ISTANBUL ~ Turkish warships are sailing into the Aegean
to back Up Turkey's recent statement that they will intercept

Truce

further communist shipments of
arms to Cyprus Greeks. Two
Turkish naval basel~ have been
put on 24-hour alert.
Moyers, Jacobsen Resign
WASHINGTON - Two White
House resignations were announced yesterday. News sec~~
ary Bill Moyers will leave his
post in February to become publisher of a Long Island newspaper, and President Johnson's legislative assistant, Jake Jacobsen, is
returning to private law practice
in Texas.
Car Production Lines May Close
DETROIT - The chairman of
Ford Motor Company, Henry
Ford II, said yesterday automobile production lines might be
forced closed if the government
does not modify it!l proposed
standards fot 1968 cars.
Two cal' producers - Ford and
American Motors - Also have
announced slumping car sales will
necissitate some layoffs during
the holiday period.

~ A111!rlean Telephone & Tel!lt'P~
and AnOcl&tfd toll1p&nltJ
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